Wide Open: Hottest Lesbian Erotica

This torrid collection of short stories and
poetry serves up an erotic feast for both the
mind and body! Not for the faint of heart,
Katrina Arango pushes the envelope with
her sexually raw style, leaving you
breathless for more! In Vampirella A
fashion model works the run-way by day
while indulging in her forbidden appetite at
night. In Daddys Toy, a butch pushes her
new lover, whos a virgin, to new, exciting
limits! Sex on the Beach, set in lush South
Beach is a sensual story where two women
explore lusty underwater delights. Not a
typical party puts you in the mind of a sexy
domme who subjects her disobedient
bottom to a series of erotic tests. In Boi
Meets Boi, a stud finds herself attacted to
her personal trainer, another hot butch!
Poems like Blow, Own me, Break-up Sex,
and Soulgasm will make you want to crawl
in bed with your lover for a steamy night
filled with carnal bliss!
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